Tips for Introducing HOSA in
the Classroom & Integrating
Competitive Events
From the very beginning, HOSA should be treated as a method of instruction, and an integral
part of the health science program FOR ALL STUDENTS! While there is no single right answer
for how to make HOSA a part of the classroom, here are a few suggestions to get you started.
1. Include HOSA on the course syllabus, program brochure, and any other printed materials
related to course offerings. In many states, the HOSA component is a part of the course
description for health science classes. If you have the opportunity for input, include HOSA
membership as a recommendation when students enroll in the HST course.
2. If you have the opportunity to charge or recommend course fees, include HOSA
membership as a course fee.
3. On the first day of class, share your expectations for HOSA membership with your students.
One advisor tells us:
“I tell my students that everyone is a member of HOSA in my classroom. I
explain the dues requirements, and give them as long as they need to pay.
Some bring me a dollar a week until they get it all paid. A few never pay, and the
chapter treasury ends up paying their dues.
The reason I do it that way is because I don’t want anyone left out. What
students think they want the first few weeks of school has a tendency to change
later in the year. It would be disappointing to have students develop a passion
for something HOSA-related later in the year, and it be too late for them to join.
The other thing is, I don’t like to spend class time on something that doesn’t
involve everyone. For me, it just makes sense that HOSA belongs to all of us.”
4. Within the first week of school, spend time on a lesson related to teaching the goals of
HOSA. If you have an opportunity to use the talents of former HOSA members, they may be
very effective in helping your new students understand how HOSA can be of value to them
as part of the HST program
When involving students, guide them in the process and desired outcomes.
Don’t ever assume that students know exactly what you expect. If you are going
to have students talk, share your expectations, let each student write his/her
comments, and then practice with the students. The benefit will be that former
members are more polished, and there are fewer surprises for the teacher.
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5. Encourage students to visit the HOSA web site. There is a web evaluation in the HOSA 101
program that you can copy and give to students. Have them evaluate the web site and
make recommendations. Even better, have them develop a chapter web site, or add to an
existing one. Have them create a page on their web site to report on classroom learning, or
create links to valuable medical sites. www.hosa.org and www.schosa.org
6. Use HOSA as a reward at the end of a class period for completing classroom objectives.
One advisor in particular would always postpone HOSA business until after lesson
objectives had been accomplished. This method motivates students to stay on task in the
classroom in order to have time for the “fun stuff” that HOSA provides.
7. In many schools, the HOSA officer team includes an elected member from every health
science class. Such a format assures that there is a student in every class to share
announcements and keep class members updated on HOSA activities.
8. Introduce HOSA competitive events in the classroom by using the procedures for class
activities and the rating sheets as rubrics. Most competitive events are easily adaptable to
course objectives, particularly those in Categories III and IV. Playing “Medical Spelling” as a
review for a test, or using “biomedical debate” to encourage students to analyze a health
issue, can reinforce course content in an exciting way. Use of competitive events in the
classroom will help HOSA members identify their interests, and it’s fun!
9. HOSA provides a great opportunity for hosting guest speakers, both in the classroom and
during chapter meetings. HOSA members should be given the responsibility to introduce
speakers, thank them after the speaking, and present them with a certificate or token of
appreciation from HOSA.
10. Use HOSA to make career connections for students. At the high school level, find out every
student’s career goal on the first day of class. Use HOSA to support work-based learning
opportunities, either through participation in skill events, field trips to appropriate medical
facilities, service-learning as volunteers in health care agencies, or by arranging shadowing
assignments. For the postsecondary/collegiate student, HOSA skill and knowledge
competitive events can help prepare students for licensure and certification exams and tests
after they complete their professional programs. One teacher tells us:
“All of our EMT students compete in the state HOSA EMT event. The HOSA event is
similar to the EMT National Registry Skill Assessment. Since becoming involved in
HOSA, 100% of our students have passed the EMT Assessment. The HOSA
experience makes a difference.”
11. After each unit with a great deal of terminology – use MEDICAL or DENTAL
SPELLING as a review activity.
Note: Some teachers modify the event by having the students define and
spell the term.
12. Challenge another class (yours or another teacher’s) to a Medical Math challenge.
The class with the highest average wins.
Suggestions – Challenge a science class. Your students may take the
challenge seriously and work hard to prepare for the test.
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13. Take course content and ask students to deliver the content according to event
guidelines. Use the event rating sheet to grade the student’s work.
Works well with PREPARED SPEAKING, RESEARCHED PERSUSIVE SPEAKING,
or EXTEMPORANEOUS WRITING.
14. EXTEMPORANEOUS HEALTH POSTER can be adapted to fit almost ANYTHING in
the curriculum. Make it a homework assignment. Use the rating sheet as a rubric to
grade the poster. Put the posters up on the walls in and around the classroom.
15. JOB SEEKING SKILLS is ideal when teaching job search skills.
Run the event during class. Ask administrators, guidance counselors, etc. or health
care partners to serve as judges. Be sure students dress appropriately for the
interview.
16. CAREER HEALTH DISPLAY adapts to almost any topic.
Instead of careers - how about diseases, body systems, types of medical technology,
healthy behaviors, bioethical issues, etc...
Ask administrators, guidance counselors, etc. or health care partners to serve as
judges. Set up a display in the school lobby.
17. Many teachers buy a HOSA Bowl buzzer system for the classroom.
Creates a great format for review. Allow classmates to read the questions and serve as
judges. Teaches leadership, teamwork and organizational skills while reviewing for a
test.
18. Students love CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING. Creates a great format for including
the teaching of thinking skills. Can allow other students to serve as judges, using the
event rating sheet.
19. Is teaching PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE in your curriculum?
If so, use the HOSA event guidelines from start to finish. Run the event as a unit
assessment - both written (Round One) and performance.
20. BIOMEDICAL DEBATE is a very popular event for students. Use this event whenever
there are opposing points of view to research. Students will invest learning time outside
of class to prepare for this classroom activity.
21. The MEDICAL READING format can be used a variety of ways.
Sometimes teachers assign reading assignments (text, articles, etc.) and use the
Medical Reading format to encourage students to complete the assigned reading.
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And now a little advice…

•

Respect the value of a “student” led organization. HOSA is about students taking initiative
and responsibility. Guide them toward success but don’t push too hard. Help HOSA
members set their own goals and then plan appropriately to achieve them. Look in the mirror
on occasion and ask yourself the question – “Am I doing enough, or too much?”

•

Read the directions over and over and over. Almost everything you need to know to
manage a HOSA chapter is in writing somewhere. Know your school policies, county rules,
and state requirements for involvement in HOSA activities.

•

Understand that high school kids are “kids”, and college students have a lot going on in their
lives. Family comes first, then schoolwork, and then HOSA. Accept the fact that sometimes
they get scared. Sometimes they change their minds. Sometimes they make bad choices.
You may work with 100 students and only make a big difference for a few – but what a
difference you’ll make for those few. It’s worth it.

•

Fundraising can drive an advisor crazy. Talk to experienced advisors to find
out suggestions for managing fundraising. Keep it simple, and be sure not to
give HOSA members more of a financial burden than they can manage.
(One advisor kept checking out candy to a student but never collected any.
When the fundraiser was over, the student owed $140. School
administrators had a difficult time understanding why the advisor continued
to give the student candy.)

•

Don’t try to save the world. The responsibility for success in HOSA should
be the burden of the HOSA member and not the advisor. Support is a
wonderful thing, but advisors who do too much take away the personal satisfaction a HOSA
member feels when he or she works hard to accomplish a goal – and succeeds.
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